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Smartwatch Black Shark BS-GT Neo (black)
The Black Shark BS-GT Neo smartwatch offers a TFT display with a 2.02 diagonal screen, providing clear access to notifications. What's
more, it lets you talk freely on the phone thanks to its built-in microphone and ENC noise cancellation function. It offers more than 100
sports modes, so there's something for everyone, and monitors your heart rate around the clock to notify you of alarming symptoms.
Plus, it's water resistant (IP68), so you can use it without worrying about splashes.
 
TFT display 
Enjoy  crystal  clear  images  with  the  BS-GT Neo.  The smartwatch offers  a  2.02"  TFT  touchscreen display  with  a  brightness  of  600 nits,
which translates into  rich detail  and more comfortable  operation.  Want  to  personalize the look of  your  smartwatch? Choose from 100
available dial designs - do you opt for classics, or do you prefer full-color, original graphics? You are sure to find the right design for you!
 
Crystal clear phone calls
With BS-GT Neo, you don't have to reach for your smartphone to answer an incoming call - now you'll do it from the smartwatch. You can
also use it to call loved ones, reject calls or mute them. In addition, the smart watch uses ENC noise cancellation, so you can make calls
no matter where you are.
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Up to 7 days of operation
Have the BS-GT Neo with you when you're on a business trip or vacation without worrying about sudden drainage. The smartwatch uses
a 300 mAh battery that  provides up to 7 days of  use.  In  turn,  its  charging will  take about 2.5 hours.  You will  find a cable included to
renew the equipment's energy.   
 
More than 100 sports modes
Running, cycling, tennis - these and many other sports modes are offered by the BS-GT Neo. The smartwatch allows you to choose from
more than 100 options, so you're sure to find something for you. You will also get information on the number of steps, calories burned,
distance and time spent  exercising.  In  addition,  the Fit  Shark App lets  you track your  route with GPS,  share your  workout  results  and
check your progress with daily/ weekly/ monthly reports. 
 
Your 24/7 assistant
Keep your health under control. The smartwatch monitors your heart rate around the clock and measures your blood saturation. It will
also immediately inform you of worrisome symptoms. In addition, it tracks your menstrual cycle and generates a report on the length of
your sleep. This way it will be easier for you to eliminate unhealthy habits.
 
Additional features
This is not the end of the Black Shark BS-GT Neo's capabilities. From the smartwatch, you can read notifications from apps, take photos
remotely, or set an alarm clock or stopwatch. The smartwatch also offers mini-games that you can use, for example, on your way to work
or university. In addition, the smartwatch will help you find your lost smartphone if you can't remember where you put it. 
 
Included
smartwatch
charging cable
user manual
	Manufacturer
	Black Shark
	Model
	BS-GT Neo
	Color
	black
	Waterproof
	IP68
	Rated voltage
	5V/0.5A
	Sensor
	3-axis acceleration sensor, HRM sensor and SpO2 sensor
	Battery capacity
	300 mAh
	Bluetooth
	5.2
	Resolution
	240 x 296 
	Display
	TFT 2.02"
	Working temperature
	0°C ~ 45°C
	Operating frequency
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	2402MHz ~ 2480MHz
	Working time
	approx. 7 days
	Charging time
	2.5 h
	App
	Shark Fit App

Preço:

€ 30.50

Atividades e lazer, Smartwatches
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